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“All the really good ideas I ever had came to me while I was milking a cow.“ -
Grant DeVolson Wood, American painter  

Wednesday, June 24, 2020
Printable Copy or  Audio Version

Morning Summary:  Stock bulls are trying to keep the rally alive. The Nasdaq
closed at yet another new all-time high yesterday despite the media talking about
a resurgence in coronavirus cases. The newest data indicates seven states
reported new highs for current coronavirus hospitalizations including... Arizona,
Arkansas, California, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee and Texas. More
than +800 coronavirus deaths were reported in the U.S. yesterday, the first time
fatalities have increased since June 7. Bears also continue to think U.S. and
Chinese political relations will probably get worse before they actually get better.
Bull's continue to argue that as each day passes we are one-step closer to
improved treatment and a vaccine and that stock markets are actually doing their
job of gauging the potential for future growth, something they believe is inevitable
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so long as the economy continues a steady path to recovery and the Federal
Reserve maintains its massive level of support. Bulls are also pointing to the
recent weakening of U.S. dollar as a further sign that the global economy is
stabilizing even as parts of the world are still struggling to control the spread of
coronavirus. It's definitely a welcome change for multinationals and exporters, and
another development that bulls see fueling a strong recovery. There is some
growing talk about a potentially big shift out of stocks and into bonds as money
managers will begin reallocating more holdings toward the end of June. Some
have estimated the amount of assets at play to be over +$75 billion and anticipate
it could bring an extremely volatile end to the month and quarter. Others think the
total amount that money managers need to reallocate is much lower at closer to
$35 billion and don't expect the regular rebalancing to have much impact on the
overall markets at all. Today will bring speeches from Chicago Fed President
Charles Evans and St. Louis Fed President James Bullard. Evans hasn't said much
lately but Bullard has been made several recent appearances in the financial
media. Bullard has mostly been touting the Federal Reserve's efforts to support
the economy and talk of asset bubbles has been brought up several times. Bullard
maintains that the increase in corporate debt that's currently underway is not
necessarily the precursor of a dangerous asset bubble. He believes most
companies are simply stockpiling cash to make sure they can survive a prolonged
downturn if necessary.

From Hedge Fund Billions to Social Investing: Activist investor Jeff Ubben has left ValueAct
Capital, the $16bn hedge fund he founded, to launch a new environmental and social impact
investment company. “Finance is, like, done. Everybody’s bought everybody else with low-cost debt.
Everybody’s maximized their margin. They’ve bought all their shares back... There’s nothing there.
Every industry has about three players. Elizabeth Warren is right." Ubben doesn't think you can have
an impact fund and a traditional fund under the same roof so he's going out on his own. “I don’t think
these two strategies peacefully coexist,” said Mr. Ubben. "Pushing companies to tackle environmental
and social issues, on the other hand, can create big returns, he said. “When you’re talking about
addressing climate change with a business solution, that is the biggest problem in the world. That’s
like a 10-times-your-money deal.” (Source: The Financial Times)

Amazon $2 Billion Venture Fund to Invest in Clean Energy: The new fund, which will be called The
Climate Pledge Fund, will invest in companies across a number of industries, including transportation,
energy generation, battery storage, manufacturing and food and agriculture, according to the
company. The aim is to help Amazon and other companies reach a goal of “net zero” carbon
emissions by 2040. Amazon and a number of other companies are seeking to reduce the climate
impact of their operations, both through reduced use of fossil fuels and investments in projects such as
reforestation. (Source: The Wall Street Journal) 

Tesla Made the ‘Most American’ Car Makers List for the First Time: Overall, Tesla has three
models in the index top-10. Tesla, don’t forget, only has four production models right now. The model
S, X and 3 made the Cars.com list. Honda Motor also has three models in the top 10. General Motors
has two. Ford Motor and Fiat Chrysler round out the top-10 with one each. (Source: Barrons) 
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Play Ball...  Major League Baseball players are set to report for another version of "spring" training on
July 1, and the league's imposed 60-game season will start either July 23 or 24. The proposed
schedule will largely feature divisional play, with the remaining portion of each Club's games against
their opposite league's corresponding geographical division (i.e., East vs. East, Central vs. Central and
West vs. West), in order to mitigate travel. The vast majority of Major League Clubs are expected to
conduct training at the ballparks in their primary home cities. The regular season is scheduled to end
September 27th and the Playoff structure will remain the same i.e. three division winners and two wild-
cards in each league. Below are a few interesting thoughts on the shortened season: 

Rule Changes: MLB will have at least two rule changes this season: a universal DH (yes, that
means pitchers will no longer hit in the NL) and a baserunner placed on second at the start of
every half-inning in extras. There will also be a three-batter minimum for pitchers. In the interest
of halting the spread of germs, pitchers can bring a wet rag to the mound as a healthier
alternative to licking their fingers. It is said they will constantly be changing baseballs, especially
after a couple of players have touched it during a play. I'm guessing perhaps they will not be
throwing the ball "around-the-horn" after a strikeout?

High-risk players and others can opt out: In addition to high-risk players, players with high-risk
partners and those who live with someone deemed high-risk will also be allowed to opt out and
receive credit for full pay and service time.

Unsigned Players to Nashville: MLB has talked with the city of Nashville about hosting two
teams of unsigned players who would be paid to remain in shape as potential replacement
players, should the need arise during the season. Teams would then have to pay to add these
players.

As for Fans, it's still very unclear... Illinois announced it will allow fans back in the stands, if
baseball returns to play this summer. Some other states are saying they will not. Illinois
announced recommendations for its pro sports teams, which say “Outdoor spectator sports can
resume with no more than 20% of seating capacity; concessions permitted with restrictions.” In
other words, this would clear the way for just over 8,000 fans to attend games at Wrigley Field. 

Tech Giants get even Bigger: The "big five", aka FAANG stocks - Facebook (FB), Amazon (AMZN),
Apple (AAPL), Netflix (NFLX), and Alphabet (GOOG) -  just crossed $6 trillion in market cap recently.
They now account for 22% of the S&P 500, up from 10% only 5 years ago. The big five are now equal
to the next 24 largest S&P 500 stocks combined, which includes the likes of Berkshire Hathaway, Visa,
Walmart, JPMorgan, Bank of America, and Walt Disney! Check out the full list HERE. 
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Took "Gary the Goat" out for a little AgSwag fishing session on the river. I
have to admit, it was a great time as Gary and the rest of the team caught a
ton of fish! To make things even better Under Armour and Columbia are giving
us a great blowout deal on some of their fishing apparel. All of our Van Trump
Prime members will also have access to the deals on long sleeve options and
other apparel as well. Your company or farm logo will look great on it. And
please remember, no set-up charge or art and design fees. To learn more give
AgSwag a call @ 816-221-SWAG or email todd@agswag.com!

mailto:todd@agswag.com
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Google Could see Ad Revenue Decline for First Time Ever: Google’s
U.S. advertising revenue will decline this year for the first time since
eMarketer began modeling it in 2008, the research firm said, largely because
Google’s core search product is so reliant on the pandemic-battered travel
industry. Google has heretofore been a money-printing machine, expanding
its overall advertising revenue at double-digit rates in nearly every year of its
two-decade existence, save for the 2008-09 financial crisis, when it only
grew 8%. The firm doesn’t break out its U.S. revenue, but eMarketer’s model
found that even in that crisis, Google’s U.S. ad revenue grew. What’s
different this time is the way the coronavirus pandemic obliterated marketing
spending with some of Google search’s biggest travel and entertainment
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advertisers, some of which have been publicly rethinking their plans to return
to the platform even after the pandemic passes. (Source: Wall Street
Journal)

Small Businesses Plan Job Cuts Post-Stimulus: At least one in 10 small
businesses in the U.S. are expecting to lay off workers once their fiscal relief
funds run out, according to a new survey. In the survey conducted by the
National Federation of Independent Business, 14% of companies that
received a loan from the Paycheck Protection Program, the centerpiece of
federal relief for small businesses, anticipate having to reduce their workforce
after using the loan. Among those companies, half expect to dismiss one to
two employees, and about 12% say they’ll likely lay off at least 10 people.
NFIB says the data indicates businesses hardest hit by the crisis will likely
need additional help” as “restrictions on business operations and weak
consumer spending will likely extend through the end of the year.” Almost
half of small firms that applied for PPP or an Economic Injury Disaster Loan,
another federal program, anticipate needing additional financial support over
the next 12 months. Some 56% say they’ll need less than $50,000 while
27% say they need more than $100,000. More details available from
Bloomberg.

How Retail Investors are Reshaping the Market: A report from BCA
Research finds Robinhood users are moving into speculative bets at an
incredible rate, radically increasing holdings in three groups of stocks —
airlines, cruise ships and mortgage REITs.  "Retail investors have provided
institutions with an opportunity to exit stocks in the three stressed groups,"
Doug Peta, BCA's chief U.S. investment strategist, writes in the note. Pete
goes on to say that stocks from the groups highlighted (see below) all face
daunting current predicaments. "They might deliver sizable returns if they
can emerge mostly unscathed, but that is a big if. They have come to
account for an outsized share of Robinhood customers’ holdings, especially
relative to their market capitalizations," he explains. By contrast, holdings of
Apple and the iShares and Vanguard S&P 500 Index ETFs have only doubled
since the February market peak. Retail investors may be leading the charge,
but the recent surges in many of the stocks BCA examined suggest that
"algorithms, hedge-funds and other fast-money pools of capital may be
amplifying the momentum that retail activity has set in motion." (Source:
Axios)  
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CORN  bears are talking about mostly cooperative U.S. weather and the chance of
record-setting crop, some talking +180 yield estimate. Personally, I've got the
over-under at 176.5 right now vs. the current USDA estimate at 178.5 bushels per
acre. Technically, many wonder if we are going to go back down and retest the
lows posted in late-April, the DEC20 contract at $3.25^4, and the SEP20 contract
low posted at $3.15 per bushel. Looking ahead, the trade is eager to see next
Tuesday's June Acreage Report and the Quarterly Stocks estimate. The trade has
been heavily debating planted U.S. corn acres and total corn demand used for
ethanol, feed, and exports. This should provide more clarity. Unfortunately, that
could mean less risk premium as more cards are flipped over and revealed. The
big wild-card in the deck will remain U.S. weather. The trade is also keeping a
close eye on U.S. and Chinese relations. As a producer, I like keeping hedges in
place to protect further downside risk. As a spec, I want to be a bull, but I believe
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it's best to remain patient, at least for the moment.      
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SOYBEAN  bulls seemed a bit spooked by the recent Peter Navarro comments
that the US-China Phase 1Trade Deal was “over”, despite the fact Navarro later
told the press his comments were taken out of context and President Trump later
confirmed the "Phase 1" deal was still intact. It's also worth noting, China is now
demanding written affidavits from exporters that shipments do not contain
coronavirus. There's really not much of a weather story but there's still a ton of
time for beans so we must continue to pay very close attention. Obviously, next
Tuesday's June Acreage Report and Quarterly Stocks will also be of great
importance. Most think U.S. soybean acres will work higher. And there's continued
talk that the USDA might have underestimated last year's U.S. crop and will at
some point need to make an adjustment and add some bushels. Technically, the
NOV20 contract has nearby support in the $8.60 to $8.65 range. The contract low
in the NOV20 contract was posted back in late-April at $8.31 per bushel.  
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WHEAT  bears remain in control as hard and soft red winter trade near contract
lows. Spring wheat is only about +10 to +20 cents above the contract lows it
posted back in early-May. As a spec, I'm lucky that I banked profits and exited
when I did. I feel even luckier that I never jumped back in. There's just not been
much fresh or new in the headlines that have the power to offset the record global
stock forecast and larger production numbers for India, Australia, Argentina,
China, etc... There's been some talk as of late that the Russian production
estimate might be improving on some recent rains. We are also seeing European
Union wheat prices falling back to levels not seen since mid-March. As both a
producer and a spec, I'm sticking with my decision to do nothing. I made a lot of
early cash sales against estimated production so I could buy more time between
now and yearend, so here I am letting the clock run and being in no hurry. 
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> China Soy Buyers Ask for Corona-Free Guarantees: China is asking
soybean shippers to provide a document assuring their cargoes are free from the
novel coronavirus, mirroring steps taken in the meat market, according to people
familiar with the matter. The move, which comes just a few days after the request
spooked meat markets, threatens to slow global trade with the world’s largest soy
importer. Over the weekend, China banned poultry imports from a plant owned by
Tyson Foods Inc., where hundreds of employees tested positive for Covid-19.
Elsewhere, including in the U.K. and Brazil, meat producers have been voluntarily
halting shipments to China after finding infections among employees. China
started testing imported meat for the virus last week. Port authorities in the Asian
nation are conducting nucleic acid tests on imported shipments. (Source:
Bloomberg)

> APHIS to Develop Swine Fever Surveillance Certification: The U.S.
Department of Agriculture's Animal & Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) has
announced a joint project to develop a certification program for high-consequence
swine diseases, including African swine fever (ASF) and classical swine fever
(CSF). When implemented, APHIS said the pilot will provide a forum for state and
federal agencies, diagnostic laboratories and industry stakeholders to collaborate
directly to establish regulatory and diagnostic priorities, creating a more efficient
and engaged process and fostering greater engagement in national swine disease
control efforts. Read more about the effort HERE.
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> NCGA President Fears Coronavirus Impacts will Linger: The president of
the National Corn Growers says impacts of the coronavirus pandemic will be felt
for quite a while. Kevin Ross, who farms in southwest Iowa, points to the trickle-
down effect of reduced fuel demand. “We’ve backed up demand for corn, and now
the projected carryouts are above 3 billion after this year, with large acreage
planted at 97 million acres this year.” He says 2020 was shaping up to be a
relatively strong year for corn demand until COVID-19 came along. "And right
now, the long-term success of our ethanol partners driving biofuels demand is
definitely the best way to paint a good economic picture for agriculture. It was in
2006, and it still is today,” says Ross. He believes the federal government needs
to protect the RFS and get onboard with improving and increasing demand for
biofuels. Listen to the interview HERE.

> Chicken-Crust Frozen Pizza Launches Nationwide: Foster Farms is
introducing its new Smart Crust frozen pizza line, swapping out traditional wheat-
based crust for one made of a mix of Foster Farms chicken breast, egg whites and
cheese. This substitution lowers the carb count to 4 grams per serving and boosts
the protein to 25 grams per serving. The frozen pizzas are aimed at the gluten-
free, grain-free, and keto-certified crowd, the latter of which continues to be a hot
food trend. Substituting meat for bread is not a common exchange in the
consumer packaged goods space. Generally, grain-based snacks and breads are
reimagined using nut flours, vegetables or seeds. By adding an extra layer of meat
to an already meat-heavy dish, Foster Farms is upping the ante and appealing not
only to keto consumers, but also to those who are seeking to increase their protein
intake — another major eating trend. Read more from Food Dive.

> Pandemic Delivers Fiscal Blows to Rural Hospital: At the beginning of
2020, things were looking good at Ferry County Memorial Hospital in northeast
Washington. And then Covid-19 hit. Or rather, it hasn’t hit, so far. After years of
work to ensure Ferry Memorial was solvent, the hospital all but shut down while it
simultaneously prepared for an onslaught of Covid-19 patients. Closures to
elective surgery and physical therapy meant money stopped flowing in. An
increase in demand for personal protective equipment and changes in how the
hospital was structured meant an increase in money going out. The hospital was
losing money and furloughing employees. In the meantime, the hospital got ready
for Covid-19 patients, spending thousands on new equipment and reconfiguring
spaces. Except the Covid patients never came. At least, not yet. So far, the
preparations the county made were thankfully for naught. Now, however, with
Covid-19 missing the community for the present, the hospital and the community
brace for new changes. Read more from Daily Yonder.

> Workers Trickle Back to NYC Offices: New York may have entered the
second phase of its gradual reopening this week, but in major office districts,
many of the biggest employers aren’t rushing to bring people back. Citigroup, with
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more than 13,000 workers in New York, won’t start ramping up its return until
next month and even then will just have 5% of staff in its offices. At Royal Bank of
Canada’s capital markets business in New York, the firm still has just 17 people —
or less than 1% of total staff — in the office. Blackstone Group Inc. doesn’t plan to
open offices even to a small subset of its 2,200 employees until next month and
Carlyle Group Inc. has told staff in New York to wait until at least September.
Hopes that the city’s phased reopening would inspire a quick rebound of the
bustling economy are running into the realities that big companies are going to be
cautious. In a recent workplace survey of 60 companies conducted by the
Partnership for New York City, employers said they only anticipate having 10% of
employees back by Aug. 15. By year-end, they expect just 30%. Read more from
Bloomberg.  

> Macy's July 4th Fireworks will be "Unannounced": The annual Macy’s 4th
of July Fireworks show will go on despite the coronavirus pandemic this year —
just don’t ask where or when. Rather than the roughly 25-minute star-spangled
spectacle in a single location that viewers have come to expect on Independence
Day, this year’s show is being scattered across the boroughs into a number of
smaller displays over a couple of nights next week to reduce crowds and
encourage social distancing. The mini displays will build up to a televised finale
featuring the Empire State Building on the Fourth. Read all about it HERE. 

> How Long Does Apple Support Older iPhones? During the keynote that
kicked off its annual Worldwide Developers Conference on Monday, Apple unveiled
iOS 14, the latest edition of the mobile operating system that powers the iPhone.
As opposed to last year, when users of the 2013 iPhone 5s and the 2014 iPhone 6
and 6 Plus were left behind, this year's update will be compatible with all iPhone
models that supported iOS 13. As the following chart shows, Apple significantly
extended the life cycle of iPhone models over the years. While the original iPhone
and the iPhone 3G received two major iOS updates, later models have gotten
software updates for five to six years. The iPhone 6s was launched with iOS 9 in
2015 and will still be compatible when iOS 14 is officially released in the fall of
2020. (Source: Statista) 
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Eastern Michigan - It's a bit dry here so we'd love a little moisture sooner than
later. We grow sugar beets, white wheat, corn, and dry beans. The beets and
beans have been what keep us going up this way but the last three years in the
sugar beet business have been a challenge. Less than ten years ago we had to pay
$700-$800 an acre to grow them and for a bit now it's been down to $100-$150.
We've even rented some of our acres out and got paid for others growing
them...not a bad thing lately. With things as they are in the beet business, we are
doing a lot of ruminating on what else we could grow. We have a big farming
neighbor who I'm told is still waiting to get paid for the hemp he produced on a
ton of acres last year. We did turn an old dairy operation into a beef cattle facility
and we are also running some liquid manure, so we have some diversity for now.
A lot of the corn up here is a little sketchy as the colder weather in May is
definitely showing the effects now.

Southeast South Dakota - I have one field of corn that had something go wrong
with the post-emerge pass of round up. I'm thinking it rained after I sprayed and
now I have a weedy mess. Now, the corn is starting to shade the row. It may be
too late to go over the top with round up. Otherwise, I'll have to invest in drops. If
memory serves me correctly, round-up does damage once the corn is V5+ stage.
My sprayer has 15" nozzle spacing so I assume I'll need to cap every other nozzle.
I have never had to run drops before in the 10 years I've owned my own sprayer.

Northwest Minnesota - The crop is really looking good here. The basis has
improved on all three crops - corn, soybeans, and wheat. We are looking at
locking the rest of the crop in since the weather looks as if we should push
through with better than normal yields. The one thing this year that I would say
changed significantly around this area is that the corn acres are way down. 
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TODAY'S RIDDLE: I have a bed but I do not sleep. I have a mouth but I don't
eat. You hear me whisper, but I never talk. You can see me run, yet I never
walk. What am I?
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During 2020, iSelect, The VanTrump Report and The Yield Lab Institute are
sponsoring a series of weekly webinars featuring the best in agriculture innovation.
Agrifood Conversations is all about driving innovation and each month will
highlight a specific theme, from biologicals to vertical farms, featuring emerging
topics such as soil health, biologics, plant genetics, vertical farming, precision
agriculture, herd health and management, and aquaculture, to name a few. Once
a quarter, we’ll open up the conversation with a panel of experts on that month’s
topic. Learn about new trends in ag, connect with industry leaders and discover
new solutions.

Join us each Thursday at 3pm CT for Agrifood Conversations.

Turning to Bugs to Fill the Protein Gap
Food systems are most productive when they emulate nature, and insects,
nature’s biorecyclers, are a resource that has never been fully industrialized to
meet the needs of our modern food system. Data suggests there could be an $8B
protein gap by 2025, and startup Beta Hatch is growing mealworms to fill it.
Founded in 2015 by PhD entomologist Virginia Emery, Beta Hatch has raised $5
million in total equity with the latest round being co-led by Cavallo Ventures, the
venture capital arm of Wilbur-Ellis, and early-stage venture firm Innova Memphis,
while also securing $4.6 million in state and federal funding.

From what I understand, its proprietary process can use a huge range of inputs,
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including mycotoxin contaminated feedstocks that would otherwise go to landfill or
be diluted in the supply chain, and will replace the protein and fat in the current
diets, while at the same time producing organic fertilizer in a nearly zero-waste
system. With the first-ever mealworm beetle breeding program, Beta Hatch's
genetic platform will also allow for customization of future strains, meaning they
will be able to individualize your farm's nutritional needs using a wide range of
feedstocks.

Feeding on organic byproducts or ‘waste’, the mealworms need minimal water, and
grow at 5000x the acre yield of soy, and unlike fishmeal, their products contain no
heavy metals or contaminants. It's worth mentioning, the frass, or excrement from
the digestive system is certified organic by OMRI and WSDA, and is a great natural
fertilizer for plants. Keep in mind, most dried mealworms on the market are
imported from overseas, but with Beta Hatch's new flagship facility in Cashmere,
Wash., you can think global but buy local. I'm told the new plant will be the largest
mealworm production facility for animal feed in North America, with the capacity
to produce a ton of insect protein per day. 

Learn more how Beta Hatch is scaling the production of insects to mimic their roles
in nature at “Bugs in the System: How Insect Farming can add Resilience to the
Supply Chain,” a webinar to be held June 25 at 3pm CT featuring Virginia Emery,
founder and CEO of Beta Hatch.
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What You Need to Know... How the Cold War Began and Similar
Landscape Today
In the summer of 1948, West Berlin was cut off from the rest of the world when
the Soviet Union blocked access to its slice of the city. The blockade, designed to
pressure the Allies into abandoning their efforts to create a West German State,
began on this day, June 24, 1948. Interestingly, there's a ton of current political
debate and talk circulating that the U.S. and China are on the brink of a "new cold
war" as China flexes its muscle in the South China Sea, also along the borders of
India, Hong Kong, Taiwan, etc. There's also the ongoing questions surrounding
Huawei and other Chinese tech companies' security threats to the U.S. Remember,
the first cold war lasted more than 40 years. 

Following Germany's defeat in World War II, the country was divided into 4
temporary occupation zones, each basically controlled by one of the four Western
Allies. Berlin, the German capital, was also divided into occupation zones as it was
located inside Soviet-controlled eastern Germany. The U.S., France, and Britain
controlled the western half of the city and the Soviets ran the east. But
disagreements over how to repair Western Europe and reunite Germany plagued
the post-war design from the beginning.  
 
In March of 1948, tensions came to a head when the Allies pushed ahead with a
plan to unite their zones in order to form one cohesive German economic unit. In
protest, Soviet leader Joseph Stalin withdrew from the Allied Control Council and
on  June 24, 1948, Soviet forces in eastern Germany began a blockade of all rail,
road, and water transport between Berlin and the West, essentially leaving some
2.5 million civilians stranded without access to essential supplies.

The Western Allies moved swiftly and on June 26, began carrying out airdrops of
necessities like food and fuel. At the peak of operation "Berlin Airlift," aircrews
from the American, British, French, Canadian, Australian, New Zealand, and South
African air forces were delivering nearly 13,000 tons of food per day. Over the
course of the next year, the forces flew over 200,000 airdrop missions,
transporting 2.3 million tons of supplies into West Berlin.

Interestingly, the Soviets could have effectively stopped the Allied drops but were
wary of igniting a full-blown conflict, so it continued largely uninterrupted until
May of 1949 when Stalin finally relented. In the end, Russia looked like bullies
willing to starve women and children in order to get their way. By contrast, the
image of the West, particularly the U.S., as a symbol of freedom and opposition to
Communism was elevated, giving way to the Cold War era that historians say
ended in 1991 with the dissolution of the Soviet Union.

Russia's economy has struggled since the collapse of the USSR but the country continues to try and
reassert itself as a global "superpower." Below are some interesting facts about the shape of Russia
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today:
Russia is the 3rd largest military power in the world, behind the U.S. and
China.
Russia's economy ranks 7th in the world based on estimates by the
International Monetary Fund.
Russia's GDP per capita was $29,032. The IMF ranks its standard of living as
56th in the world.
Russia is the largest country on the planet at approximately 6.6 million
square miles. That compares to the U.S. at 3.8 million square miles.
Russia contains about 10% of all arable lands in the world.
Russia has one of the world's largest reserves of oil, ranking 8th in the world.
Russia became a member of the WTO on August 22, 2012. It allowed Russian
businesses greater access to foreign markets and provided Russia with the
opportunity to expand beyond energy. It also allowed foreign companies to
gain access to Russia's vast resources.
Russia supplies 30% of Europe’s oil and 24% of its natural gas.

As for the "new cold war" between the United States and the Chinese, many
political insiders argue the primary cause is the more radical turn taken by the
Chinese communist party leadership under Xi Jinping: many like to call it more
oppressive at home, more aggressive abroad. I suspect if we continue to clash in
areas we both seem to have vested interest there will eventually be a problem.
This is certainly concerning for those of us in agriculture as China is one of our
biggest buyers. What a conflict of interest, our biggest agricultural customer is
directly opposing us in many important parts of the world. I guess, on the flip side,
we are also China's largest customer in many areas. So we've both had to
somewhat play nice. It will interesting to see how things play out post-coronavirus
as more U.S. companies bring manufacturing back home or to other areas. Lots of
moving parts to think about and consider...
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A Father’s Letter to His Kids... The Things We Often Learn too Late In Life
This e-mail was sent my way the other day and is certainly worth sharing. I did a
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little digging and found out it was written by Morgan Housel a partner at The
Collaborative Fund, and an expert on behavioral finance and history, he was also a
former finance columnist at The Wall Street Journal. Hope you enjoy!
 

On June 3, 2019, my wife and I welcomed our daughter into the world. She’s
barely old enough to walk, so her job (mostly eating and sleeping) hasn’t
changed much.

But, one day, she’ll need some money and life advice. As a father who has
spent much of his career studying and writing about money, behavioral
finance, and business, this is what I’ll tell her:

1. Don’t underestimate the role of chance in life.
It’s easy to assume that wealth and poverty are caused by the choices we
make, but it’s even easier to underestimate the role of chance in life.

The families, values, countries and generations we’re born into, as well as the
people we happen to meet along the way, all play a bigger role in our
outcomes than most people want to admit.

While you should believe in the values and rewards of hard work, it’s also
important to understand that not all success is a result of hard work, and that
not all poverty is due to laziness. Keep this in mind when forming opinions
about others, including yourself.

2. The highest dividend money pays is the ability to control time.
Being able to do what you want, when you want, where you want, with who
you want and for as long as you want provides a lasting level of happiness
that no amount of “fancy stuff” can ever offer.

The thrill of having fancy stuff wears off quickly. But a job with flexible hours
and a short commute will never get old. Having enough savings to give you
time and options during an emergency will never get old. Being able to retire
when you want to will never get old.

Achieving independence is our ultimate goal in life. But independence isn’t an
“all-or-nothing” — every dollar you save is like owning a slice of your future
that might otherwise be managed by someone else, based on their priorities.

3. Don’t count on getting spoiled.
No one can grasp the value of a dollar without experiencing its scarcity, so
while your mother and I will always do our best to support you, we’re not
going to spoil you.
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Learning that you can’t have everything you want is the only way to
understand needs versus desires. This in turn will teach you about budgeting,
saving, and valuing what you already have.

Knowing how to be frugal — without it hurting you — is an essential life skill
that will come in handy during life’s inevitable ups and downs.

4. Success doesn’t always come from big actions.
Napoleon’s definition of a genius is the person “who can do the average thing
when everyone else around him is losing his mind.”

Managing money is the same.  You don’t have to do amazing things to end
up in a good place over time, you just have to consistently not screw up for
long periods of time.

Avoiding catastrophic mistakes (the biggest of which is burying yourself in
debt) is more powerful than any fancy financial tip.

5. Live below your means.
The ability to live with less is one of the most powerful financial levers,
because you’ll have more control over it than things like your income or
investment returns.

The person who makes $50,000 per year, but only needs $40,000 to be
happy, is richer than the person who makes $150,000, but needs $151,000
to be happy. The investor who earns a 5% return, but has low expenses,
may be better off than the investor who earns 7% a year, but needs every
penny of it.

How much you make doesn’t determine how much you have, and how much
you have doesn’t determine how much you need.

6. It’s okay to change your mind.
Almost no one has their life figured out by age 18, so it’s not the end of the
world if you pick a major that you end up not enjoying. Or get a degree in a
field that you’re not 100% passionate about. Or work in a career and later
decide you want to do something else.

It’s okay to admit that your values and goals have evolved. Forgiving
yourself for changing your mind is a superpower, especially when you’re
young.

7. Everything has a price.
The price of a busy career is time away from friends and family. The price of
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long-term market returns is uncertainty and volatility. The price of spoiling
kids is them living a sheltered life.

Everything worthwhile comes with a price, and most of those prices are
hidden. They’re sometimes worth paying for, but you should never ignore
their true costs.

Once you accept this, you’ll start to view things like time, relationships,
autonomy, and creativity as currencies that are just as valuable as cash.

8. Money is not the greatest measure of success.
Warren Buffett once said: True success in life is “when the number of people
you want to have love you actually do love you.”

And that love comes overwhelmingly from how you treat people, rather than
your level of net worth. Money won’t provide the thing that you (and almost
everyone else) want most. No amount of money can compensate for a lack of
character, honesty, and genuine empathy towards others.

This is the most important financial advice I can give you.

9. Don’t blindly accept any advice you’re given.
All the lessons here, including this last one, are things that most people learn
too late in life. But feel free to reject them.

Your world will be different from mine, just as mine is different from my
parents. No one is exactly the same, and no one has all the right answers.
Never take anyone’s advice without contextualizing it with your own values,
goals and circumstances.

Your parents love you. We are so happy you’re here. Please let us sleep.
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ANSWER to riddle: A river.
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